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ABSTRACT 
Consider an (n, k) linear code with symbols from GF(2m). If each code symbol is 
represented by a binary m-tuple using a certain basis for GF(2m), we obtain a binary 
(nm, km) linear code, called a binary image of the original code. In this paper, we 
present a lower bound on the minimum weight of a binary image of a cyclic code over 
GF(2”‘) and the weight enumerator for a binary image of the extended (2m,2m - 4) 
code of the Reed-Solomon code over GF(2”‘) with generator polynomial (x - a)(r - 
a’)(~ - a3) and its dual code, where a is a primitive element in GF(2”‘). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {k&,/L..., &,, } be a basis of the Galois field GF(2”‘). Then each 
element z in GF(2”‘) can be expressed as a linear sum of pl, &, . . . , &, as 
follows: 
where ci E GF(2) for 1 Q i < m. Thus z can be represented by the m-tuple 
(c,, c,, * * * 7 cm) over GF(2). Let C be an (n, k) linear block code with symbols 
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from the Calois field GF(2”‘). If each code symbol of C is represented by the 
corresponding m-tuple over the binary field GF(2) using the basis 
{&?PZ?...> &} for GF(2m), we obtain a binary (mn, mk) linear block code, 
called a binary image of C. The weight enumerator of a binary image of C is 
called a binary weight enumerator of C. In general, a binary weight enumera- 
tor depends on the choice of basis. A basis {PI, &,. . . , j3,) is called a 
polynomial basis if there is an element /3 E GF(2”‘) such that pi = pi-’ for 
1~ j < m. A polynomial basis will be said to be primitive if j3 is primitive. 
Let OL be a primitive element of GF(2m), and let n = 2” - 1. For 
1 f k -c n, let RSI, denote the (n, k) Reed-Solomon code over GF(2”‘) with 
generator polynomial (x - a)( x - (Ye) . . . (x - cFk) [ 11, let RSk, e denote the 
(n, k) Reed-Solomon code over GF(2m) with generator polynomial (x - 1) 
(X--)(r-(r2)...(x-an-k-l ), and let ERS, be the extended (n + 1, k) 
code of RS,. The dual code of RS, is RS,_k,., and the dual code of ERS, is 
ERS,+,-k. 
Binary weight enumerators for RS, _ i with 1~ i < 2, RS, _ i, e with 2 f i 6 
3, and ERS,_i with 1~ i < 2 were presented in [2], and those for RS,, e, the 
dual code of RS, _2, and RS,, the dual code of RS,_,, e were derived in [3,4]. 
These binary weight enumerators are independent of the choice of basis. 
In Section 2, the binary image of the dual code of a linear code C over 
GF(2m) using the complementary basis of a basis { pl, p,, . . . , &}, is shown 
to be the dual code of the binary image of C using the basis ( pl, &, . . . , pm}. 
In Section 3, we give a lower bound on the minimum weight of a binary 
image of a cyclic code over GF(2m). In Section 4, the binary weight 
enumerator of ERS, is derived for a class of bases including the complemen- 
tary bases of primitive polynomial bases. By Theorem 1 the binary weight 
enumerator for ERS,_, is obtained. This approach can be readily extended 
to derive the binary weight enumerator for ERS,. 
2. BINARY IMAGES OF LINEAR BLOCK CODES OVER GR(2m) 
Let C be an (n, k) linear code with symbols from GF(2”‘). Let Ccb) 
denote the binary (nm, km) linear code obtained from C by representing 
each code symbol by the corresponding m-tuple over GF(2) using the basis 
{&,PZ~..., & } for GF(2m). Let (S,, 6,, . . . , 8, } be the complementary (or 
dual) basis of { &, P,, . . . , /3,,, }, i.e., 
Tr( j3,Sj) = 0, for i+j, 
Tr( &S,) = 1, 
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where Tr(r) denotes the trace of the field element x [5, p, 1171. Let CD be 
the dual code of C. Let CD(*) denote the binary (nm,(n - k)m) linear code 
obtained from CD by representing each code symbol by a binary m-tuple 
over GF(2) using the complementary basis {a,, 6,, . . . , 6, } of { pl, & . . . , &,, }. 
Then we have Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. CDtb’ is the dual code of Ccb). 
Proof. Let (a,,a, ,..., a,) and (b,, b, ,..., b,,) be codewords of C and 
CD respectively. Then 
&aibi = 0. 0) 
Let 
ai = 2 aijPj, 
j - 1 
bi = 2 biiSj. 
j = 1 
It follows from (I) to (3) that 
(2) 
(3) 
Taking the trace of both sides of (4), we have 
” m m 
C C C aijbihTr(lBjsh) =O. 
i=l j=l h-l 
(5) 
Since Tr(Pj8,) = 0 for j f h and Tr(Pjsj) = 1, it follows from (5) that 
(6) 
Equation (6) implies that CDcb) is the dual code of Ccb). n 
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Forabasis{p,,P,,...,P,}forGF(2”)andann-tupleu=(u,,u,,...,u,) 
over GF(2m), let cj be defined as 
vi= (t)lj,1)2jr...,t)nj> for l<j<m, (7) 
where ui = Cy_iuilfli with oij E GF(2) for 1 < i Q n. If { 6,, S,, . . . ,a, } is the 
complementary basis of { pi, &, . . . , /I, }, then cj is represented as 
Vi= (Tr(Gjul),Tr(Gju,)....,Tr(Sjo,))), (8) 
and Uj is called the Si component vector of U. The binary weight of i?, 
denoted ]Viz, is given by 
3. BINARY IMAGES OF CYCLIC CODES OVER GF(2m) 
Let n be a positive integer which divides 2” - 1. If s is the smallest 
number in a cyclotomic coset mod n over GF(2”), s is called the representa- 
tive of the coset and the coset is denoted by Cy(s). Let m(s) denote the 
number of integers in Cy( s). For a subset Z of {0,1,2,. . . , n - l}, Z denotes 
the set union of those cosets which have a nonempty intersection with I, and 
Rc( I ) denotes the set of the representatives of cyclotomic cosets in Z. 
Let y be an element of order n in GF(2”‘). For a subset Z of (0, 1,2,. . . , rt 
- l}, let C(Z) be the cyclic code of length n over GF(2m) with check 
polynomial 
iyx -u% 
and let C,(Z) be the binary cyclic code of length n with check polynomial 
For a polynomial f(X) = Cy_$a iXi with a, E GF(2m), let u[ f( X)] and 
ev[ f( X )] be defined by 
u[f(X)] = (f<l>,f(Y),f(Y2)~...~f(Y”-1))~ (10) 
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and 
ev[ f(x)] = (f(o), f(l), f(Y),.s.7 f(Y”-‘))a 
It follows from (8) and (9) that 
W(X)1 l2= g (“[T’@jf(X))] 12’ 
j=l 
lev[ftX)l l2= iit leVITrtajf(X))] 12. 
j=l 
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(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
For a subset Z of (0, 1,2,. . . , n - l}, let Z’(Z) be defined by 
As is well known [S], 
C(Z) = (4fWl If E W)}. 
It follows from (8), (10) and the definitions of C(Z) and C,(Z) that for 
V = u[ f( r)] E C(Z), the Sj component vector of U, denoted cj, is given by 
Ej=o[Tr(ajf(X))], l<j<m, 
and 
q E c,(z). 
As is also known [S], 
(14) 
(15) 
C,(Z)= 27 ([ c Tr,,,,(aiXi) aj~GF(2”‘(‘))fori~Rc(Z) iE Rc(l) II 
where 
Trj(X) =X+X2+ ... +X2’-‘. 
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A polynomial f(X) E P(Z) can be expressed as 
f(‘) = C C ai2qXi2q, 
iERc(l) qEQ(i,I) 
(17) 
where i2’J is taken module n and 
Q(i,Z)= {q(jp:i24=p(modn), pEZ,andO<q<m(i)}. 
It follows from (17) that for I< j < m 
08) 
where 
bji = Trcrnci)) c S;“‘“‘-“&“-” i E Rc( I), 09) 
4EQCi.O 
where for a divisor h of m 
Note that 
Trch)( X) = X + X2’+ X2’*+ . 
bj, E GF(2m(i)). 
It follows from (14) and (18) that for 1 Q j 6 m 
y-h +x . 
1 
“i = v 
1 
c Tr,(,,($X’) * 
i E Rc( I) I 
For i E Rc( I ), let ci be defined by 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
l~jjrn,~~EGF(2~) (23) 
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Note that the following matrix D over GF(2m) is invertible [5, p. 1171: 
If Tr(m(i))(C 9 E oci, r,Sfm”‘-‘e;) = 0 for 1< j < m, then 
a;=0 for q E Q(i,I). (25) 
Hence c is a linear (m, #Q(i, Z)m/m(i)) code over GF(2”(“‘), where #M 
denotes the number of elements in the set M. 
For a code C, let mw[ C] denote the minimum weight of C. Then the 
following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2. For i E k(Z), 
mw[C(Z)(b’] > min(mw[c]mw[Cb(Z)), mw[C(Z - ci,)‘“‘]), (26) 
where mw[C(z-{i})b]=m ifzc~{i). 
Proof. It follows from (19) and (25) that b,, = 0 for 16 j < m if and 
onlyifa~=Oforh~Z~{i}.Supposethatthereisanintegerh~Z~{~} 
such that a,#O. Then the weight of (b,,,b,,,...,Z~,~) is at least mw[C,]. 
Hence there are at least mw[c] nonzero codewords of C,(Z) in 
{C,,U 2,“‘, U, }, where Uj is given by (22). Then this theorem follows from 
(12). m 
The following lemma holds for Ci. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that m(i) = m and there are integers h and s such 
that O<h<m,O<s<m, and 
Q(i.Z) = {q/m-q=h+j (modm),Ogq<mand O<j<s}. 
Then c is a maximum distance separable (m, s) code over GF(2”). 
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Proof. Consider a polynomial F(X) over GF(2m) of the following form: 
F(X) = c CqX2? 
4=Q(i,O 
Then, 
F( )y-” = 
s-1 
c CT:;_ jx2’, 
j=o 
where the suffix of a coefficient is taken module tn. Since F(X)2mm” is a 
linearized polynomial of degree 2”- ’ or less [5], the zeros of F(X) in GR(2”) 
form a subspace of GF(2m) whose dimension is at most s - 1. Hence at most 
s - 1 elements_ of { S,, 6,, .,. , S, } can be roots of F(X). It follows from the 
definition of Cj that mw[Ci] = m - s + 1. 
Since #Q(i, I) = s, Ci is a maximum distance separable (m, s) code. w 
EXAMPLE 1. For an integer m greater than 2, let tr = 2” - 1, and let 
I= {1,2,3,4}. Then C(Z) is RS,,., Q(3,Z)= {0}, and Q(l,Z’)= {0,1,2}, 
where I’ = Z - { 3). It is known [6, 71 that 
i 
2m-I for odd m , 
mw[ C,( I’)] = 2*-l - 2m/2-1 for even m such that m/2 is even, 
2”- r - 2”P for even m such that m/2 is odd, 
and 
Since mw[C,] = m - 2 and mw[d,] = m by Lemma 1, it follows from 
Theorem 2 that 
mw[ C( Z)‘b’] = mw[ C( Z’)‘b’] 
> I 
(m - 2)2”-’ for odd m, 
(m-2)(2m-1 - 2w2-1) 
for even m such that m/2 is even n 
(m - 2)(2”-l- 2,12) 
for even m such that m/2 is odd. 
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4. BINARY WEIGHT ENUMERATOR FOR ERS, 
Hereafter we assume that 
m 3 3, 
n=2”-1. 
ForO,<i<j<n,let 
Ii j= {i,i-l)...) j}. 
Then it is known [S] that 
RSI, = {u(f(X))(f(X) E P(Zo,k-d}~ 
R%,,= (df(X))lf(X) EP(Z,,d}, 
Ef%= {ev(f(X>)lf(X> E P&W)). 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
For 0 <h < n - 1, v[f(e’X)] is th e vector obtained from 2, [f(X)] by the h 
symbol cyclic shift, ev[ f( c?X)] is th e vector obtained from ev[ f(X)] by the 
h symbol cyclic shift among the second to the last symbols, and 
I”WX)l I,=l4fml2' 
J4f(ahX)1 I2= lev[f(X)l 12. 
(30) 
(31) 
For f(X) = aa + a,X + a,X2 + a,X3 E P(Z,,), ev[f(X)] E ERS,-ERS, 
if and only if a3 f 0. The cyclic permutations on the second to the last 
symbols induce a permutation group on the codewords of ERS,, which 
divides ERS, -ERS, into disjoint sets of transitivity. Each set consists of 
(em - 1)/v codewords, where 
v- (2”‘~1,3), 
where (a, b) denotes the greatest common divisor of integers a and b. If m 
is odd, then 
v= 1, (32) 
and otherwise, 
v=3. (33) 
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Let ev[a,+a,X+azX2+J’X3] for 0~ h<~ represent each set of 
(2” - 1)/v codewords of ERS,-ERS,. Note that 
Tr(Gja, + c?~u,X + aja,X2 + Sj&X3) 
ajar + ( S,C~~)~~-‘] X + ajnhX3). (34) 
On the weight of ev[Tr(b, + b,X + &X3)], where b,, b, and b, are in 
GF(2*), the following theorem holds [6, 71. 
THEOREM 3. 
(1) For odd m and 0 < i < n, 
(ev[Tr( b, + (~‘brX + CI~~X~)] I2 = 2m-’ if Tr( b,) = 0, (35) 
= 2”-’ +2(m-1)‘2 if Tr( b,) = 1. (36) 
(2) For even m and 0 < i -=c n, 
lev[Tr( b, -I- a’b,X + CI”~X”)] I2 = 2*-’ rt_Zm” if Tr@)( b,) = 0, (37) 
= gm-1 if TrC2)( b,) # 0, (38) 
(3) For even m, 0 < i -=c n, and 1 i h f 2, 
lev[Tr( b, + b,X + a3i+h~3)] I2 = 2”-‘1!12”‘~-~. (39) 
(4) Zf Tr(b,) f Tr(b&), then 
lev[Tr( b0 + b,X + b3X3)] 12+ lev[Tr( bh + b,X + b3x3)] I2 = 2”. (40) 
For O<i<m2*, let Nitk) denote the number of codewords of weight i 
in ERS,. For deriving the weight enumerator for ERS,-ERS,, there are two 
cases to be considered. 
4.1. Case I: m Is Odd 
Suppose that m is odd. Then v = 1. For 1~ j < m, let aj be represented 
as 
Sj = (yUi. (41) 
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Since 2” - 1 and 3 are relatively prime, there is an integer I_L such that 
1<~~<2”‘-1 and 
3y = lmod2” - 1. (42) 
Then 
aj = &Ui. (43) 
Let ev[a, + a ,X + aaX + X3], denoted C, be a representative codeword 
in ERS, -ERS,. Then the oj component vector U, Uj, is defined by 
Cj = ev[Tr( aju,, + 6ja,X + cY~u,X~ + sjx3)] for i<j<rn. 
By (34) and (43) we have that 
Tr( Bju, + 6ju,X + 6juzX2 + SjX3) 
= Tr 
( 
(y3PU,u,, + (yp”i 
( 
a 2~UjuI+ [c~~~vz~]~~~‘jX + a3p”jX3 . (44) 
1 
Since Tr( X2) = Tr( X2”‘-‘) = Tr( X) for X E GF(2”), it follows from (1) of 
Theorem 3 and (44) that if Tr( u2PUju r ) = Tr( Pju 2), then 
and otherwise, 
ICjl, = 2m-1, (45) 
lCj12 = 2”-’ +2@-1)/2. (46) 
Let S+(V) and S_(U) be defined as 
S, (5) =#( i]1Cji2 = 2*-l +2(m-1)‘2, 1 < j ( m), 
S_(V) =#(il16j(z=2”-‘-2(“-‘)p, l<j<m). 
Then it follows from (45) and (46) that 
#(i]l~j12=2”-‘,1< j4m) =m-S+(U)-S_(1)). 
Then we have that 
ICI2 = m 2”-’ + [S, (U) - S_ ( i5)]2’“-‘)‘2. (47) 
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Suppose that {St, Sg, . . . , 8: } is linearly independent. It follows from (42) 
that ~1 is relatively prime to 2” - 1. If { a,, a,, . . . , 6, } is a polynomial basis, 
then {Sl,Sg,..., 
WI 
6:) is linearly independent. Since Isj = a3pUj and Sb = P’J, 
eii+, . . . , &u,, f {a 
have that 
} is linearly independent for 16 i f 3. Therefore, we 
= Tr OL3~UlnO)rTr(U3eU’a,),...,Tr(cr3’U-a~))la,EGF(2”)] 
(( ( 
= the set of all binary m-tuples. (48) 
It follows from (40) and (45) to (48) that for given nonnegative integers s, 
and s_ with 0 < s, i- s_ < m, the number of choices of (a,,,u,,u,) of U 
such that S+(U) = s+ and S_(U) = s_ is given by 
( s3( mgs,)2’++S-4m.+-n-. 
Since there are 2” - 1 choices of nonzero u3, it follows from (47) and (48) 
thatforO<j<m, 
for other i, (50) 
where signs f are to be taken the same. 
4.2. Case ZZ: m Is Even 
Suppose that m is even. Then m 2 4 and Y = 3. For 16 j < m, let 6, be 
represented as 
6, = Ly3uj+wj 
I (51) 
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where 0 6 ui < (2” - 1)/3 and 0 < wj G 2. For f(x) E P(Z,,,) - P(Z,,), let 
the coefficient of X3 be represented as LP, and let 
e=hmod3, O<h<2. (52) 
Let ev[ a, + a ,X + a zX2 + cyhX3], denoted 6, be a representative code- 
word. Then the aj component vector of V, ijj, is defined by 
cj = ev[Tr( aja, + aja,X + aja2X2 + ajahx3)] for l<j,<m. 
By (34), we have that 
For 0 =g h < 2, let 
and 
I,,= {jlwj+h=O(mod3), l,< j,<m}, 
cr,= {1,2 ,..., m} -&. 
It follows from (3) of Theorem 3 and (53) that for 0 < h d 2 and j E C&, 
pj12 = y-1 *y/2-‘. (54 
For 0 G h d 2 and j E I,,, it follows from (53) that 
2uju~)2m-‘] X + a3uiX3)] 
for h =O, (55) 
(y3ui+2a0 + (y”i+l (y 2”I++z1+(a “.,,;,2--*I X + (y3C”jf1)X3 )I 
for h = 1, (56) 
a3u,+1a0 +a”j+l [ (yzuia, + ( a2u,Y2~~)2m~n] x + .3(ujil)x3)] 
for h= 2. (57) 
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Since Trc2j( X ‘*-’ ) = TrC2)(X) for even m and X in GF(2m), it follows from 
(2) of Theorem 3 and (55) to (57) that if either j E J, and Tr@)(02“ja,) = 
Tr(2)(02uioi), or j E 1, and TrC2)(02”j4r01) = Tr(2)(02”ja”,), or j E J2 and 
Tr(2)(a2”ju1) = Tr(2)((u2”j-2ui), then 
lVj12 = 2”_’ &2”‘2 > (58) 
and otherwise, 
1q2 = 2”_‘. (59) 
Suppose that for 0 B h < 2, { 02’j 1 j E I,,} is linearly independent over 
GF(22). This condition holds for a primitive polynomial basis. 
For 0 < h G 2, let { u.lj E Jh} be represented by { uhl, uh2,.. ., Uhjh}, 
where j, = #]h. Since { 0’1 a E GF(2”‘)) = {&I 1 a E GF(2”‘)) = GF(2”‘) for 
an integer i, we have that 
EGF(~“‘) ) 
= the set of all jO-tuples over GF(22), VW 
{ (TrC2’( oL 2u11+rol), Tr(2)(~2ul~+1u~),...,Tr(2)(OL2u1jl’1~~))lU~EGF(2m)) 
= the set of all ji-tuples over CF(22), (61) 
= { (TrC2’( o 2u~~-2~~),Tr(2)(~2u~-2u~),...,Tr(2)(~2uz~2-2~~))lU2 
= the set of all j2-tuples over GF(22). (62) 
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For any given j,-tuple (b,, b,, . . . , bjo) over GF(22), the number of a, in 
GF(2m) such that Tr(2)(cw2uoja,) = b. for 1~ j < j, is 2m-2jo. For other sets 
in (60) to (62), similar results hold. Since { 6,, S,, . . . , 8,) is linearly indepen- 
dent, we have that 
(Tr(G,a,),Tr(~,a,),...,Tr(~,o,)~~~~GF(2”)} 
= the set of all binary m-tuples. (63) 
Let S+(V), S_(U), and T+(C) be defined as 
S+(iT)=#(i~li5j12=2m-1+2m/2, jElh), tw 
S_ (5) =#(illa,12= 2”-‘- 2”12, j E &), (65) 
T+(tl)=#(i~(i5j~2=2m-1+2m/2-1, jECJh), (66) 
Then it follows from (54) and (59) that 
#(i+jj12 = p-1 - p-1, l< j<m) =m- jh-T+(G), (67) 
#(illEjlz=2m-1, I,< j<m) = j,-S+(C) -S_(U). (68) 
Then it follows from (13), (2) and (3) of Theorem 3, and (64) to (68) that 
luj(z=?n2”-‘+[ 2S+(U) -2S_(V)+2T+(C) -m+ jh]2m’2-1. (69) 
It follows from (4) of Theorem 3 and (54) to (63) that for given 
nonnegative integers s+, s_ , and t + withO<s++s_fjh andO<t+<m 
- j,, the number of choices of (u,,u,,u,) of V such that s, = S+(U), 
s- =S_(E),andt+=T,(C)isgivenby 
(ir)( j’ij+)( mC,jh)22(.++~-~24jr-.*-.-22m-4j*. (70) 
For o < h < 2 and integer j with - 2m ss j d 2m, let D,,j be defined by 
Dhxi= {(s+,s_,t+)~O~s+,<jh,O<s_ d jh,O=Gs++s- <jh? 
0 6 t+ d m - j,,, 2(s+ - s- + t+ > = m + j - jh}’ (71) 
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Since there are (2” - 1)/3 choices of nonzero ae satisfying (52), it follows 
from (69), (70), and (71) that for - 2m < j < 2m, 
h=O (s+,s_,t+)~Q,~ 
jh-S+ 
S- 
and 
N,(4) = N,(3) 
I 1 for other i. 
4.3. B&y Weight Enumerator for ERS, 
(72) 
Let V = ev[a, + a,X + a,X’], and Gj = ev[6iao + Gja,X + Sja,X2]. If 
a,=a,=O, then 
1~12 = I+01 I2 = 2ml%12’ (73) 
where JaoJe denotes the weight of the binary representation of a, in GF(2m). 
ForO<j$m, 
Ni(‘) = 0 for other i. (75) 
Suppose that either a 1 + 0 or a 2 + 0. There are 2”(22” - 1) combinations 
of such (a,, a,, us). Note that 
Tr(Gjuo + tlj~,X + 8ju,X2) =Tr( Sja,‘t- [ Sja,f(Sja,)2mm1]X)* (76) 
For each j with 16 j =G m, Sjul +(~?~a,)~~~~= 0 if and cdy if a2 = ufj. 
There are M 2m-1(2m - 1) combinations of (a,, a,, a,) such that u2 = ufaj 
and Tr(ajuo) = 0 (or 1). If 6ju~+(6ju2)2m~‘= 0 and Tr(Gja,) = 0 (or 1), 
then 
(oil2 = Iev[Tr(Sju,)] I2 = 0 (or 2”‘). (77) 
BINARY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
If aia, +(8ju,)2m-‘# 0, then 
Therefore, we have that 
= 2”_l. (78) 
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N;q”,-, - N$&-l= 2m(2m - l)(Zrn + 1 - M), 
N,‘$‘,,,.,-1- N&,,.z-1= m2”-‘(2m - l), 
jj7,(3) = N,(‘) 
2 I for other i. 
Note that the binary weight enumerator for ERS, is independent of the 
choice of basis. 
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